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Preliminaries – “disclaimers”   
• “Thank you!” – St. Raymond’s, colleagues, audience 
• Speaking from Catholic perspective 

• As individuals, not representatives of affiliated institutions 
• Not speaking for the diocese– bishop sets policies within diocese 

• Time constraints – overview, not “everything” 
• Resources: https://catholicwomensforum.org/resources/ ` 

• Not the “final word” – thinking with the Church, from our 
areas of expertise.  
• Church documents, papal statements, Ukranian bishops, USCCB 

leadership. Defer to authoritative Church statements – CDF (pending) 
• Distinction:  cultural activists or advocates (LGBTQ 

agenda)  v.  individuals (personal struggles) 
• Q & A after talks, not during. Respect for dignity of all. 

 

https://catholicwomensforum.org/resources/


THE GENDER REVOLUTION 
CULTURE AND POLITICAL CHANGE  
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“Accompany…never abandon them” 

Trans “man,” born a woman, 
 embraced by Pope Francis 

Photo Credit: Daniel Ibanez/CNA 
Diego Neria, Credit: Catholic Herald 5 Feb 2015 
 

 “Diego” 



  “Gender theory … wicked” 
      “Enemy of marriage” 
          -- Pope Francis 
 

Pope Benedict XVI (Dec. 22, 2012): “When the freedom to be creative 
becomes the freedom to create oneself, then necessarily the Maker 
himself is denied and ultimately man too is stripped of his dignity as a 
creature of God...” 
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Pope’s concern is for the suffering person, but also those scandalized, tempted, corrupted.



 “The Gender Revolution” 
(“we won” -  victory over oppressive “binary” )  

        January 2017 Cover Images 
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Theory- “Ideas” 



Dr. John Money: “Gender”  Nature? Nurture?  
Coined “gender” to distinguish social roles from bio sex. 

Image: BBC 

 

1960s Experiment 
Nature v nurture 
Circumcision tragedy 
Dr. Money:  
castrated baby 
At 5 yrs – “success” 
Teen -- truth 
Reverts  to male 
Later suicide 
Dr. Money – never retracted 
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http://www.bbc.co.uk/sn/tvradio/programmes/horizon/dr_money_prog_summary.shtmlMoney believed gender” > all “nurture” 1960s: Experiment: Brian + Bruce Reimer (twins)   circumcision burned Bruce’s penis Money– never retracted view “gender” unrelated to sex   https://embryo.asu.edu/pages/david-reimer-and-john-money-gender-reassignment-controversy-johnjoan-casehttp://www.bbc.co.uk/sn/tvradio/programmes/horizon/dr_money_prog_summary.shtml



  Atheistic-Marxist-feminism to gender ideology 
Feminist Revolution (1970s): Subversion 

End sex distinction. End male privilege.  

Ideal:    pansexuality  v. hetero/homo/bisexual 

        Artificial reproduction (M/F/other).  
         Replace child’s dependence on mom 

“The tyranny of the biological family would be broken.” 
--Shulamith Firestone, The Dialectic of Sex (1970) 

Today: Gender  Feminist Judith Butler: 
 
    “Gender”= social construct / performance 
    Resist oppression by SUBVERSION, parody. DRAG 

Gender Trouble - 1990 



“true believers”- “everywhere”   
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A Clash of Anthropologies 
Christian Anthropology 

• Created Being 
• Relational being 
• immortal soul 
• Meaning/Purpose: love, eternal life, God  

• Unity of body and soul 

• Dignity: Image and likeness of God 

• “Male and female He created them” 
 
• Created for love and relationships--self-

gift imaged in body. marriage=covenant, 
loving intimacy + procreation 

 
• Family=natural - man, woman in 

marriage + children 
• Redeemed and revealed: “Christ reveals 

man to himself” V II, PII 
 

Gender Ideology 
• Self-creating 
• Sexual being 
• material being 
• Meaning/Purpose: pleasure, will to power 
• Dualism: Autonomous will/ body= tool 

• Dignity: conferred by agency, state, law, 

“acceptance” 

• No “binary” (M/F)--Infinite # genders, 
sexualities, identities 

• Sex /gender/procreation –delinked; 
Autonomous self. Relationships by 
consent. Marriage = contract for 
companionship 

• Families = intentional, consent-based. Any 
group of consenting individuals 

• Unintelligible, even to ourselves 
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“Christ reveals man to himself”    Vatican II/ JP II, Redemptor Hominis Meanwhile every man remains to himself an unsolved puzzle, however obscurely he may perceive it. For on certain occasions no one can entirely escape the kind of self-questioning mentioned earlier, especially when life's major events take place. To this questioning only God fully and most certainly provides an answer as He summons man to higher knowledge and humbler probing (GS, 21).



Language 
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    The “Genderbread Person” 
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Fast forwrad from sexual revolution to LGBT rev to obergefell to trans revolution. Then gender nonbinary - (How ideologues present gender ideology)New language.  Invented meanings



AMAB 
AFAB 
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“Gender Identities”  

Fractured identities, not complementary.  
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Note on word “queer”New language.  First – definition of terms. 



  “My Brother’s Pregnancy”  +  “Chestfeeding”  

TIME, Sept. 12, 2016 

   Language: No Longer Grounded in Reality 
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“People with ovaries” “People with testes” Subversion  -- fact and LANGUAGE Twitter images – Cosmopolitan, Time,. Com, Atlantic Confounding expectations and biological reality. Illusion and delusion.  Language masks the reality – this person is a woman who took male hormones for awhile, then stopped the hormones and got pregnant and now is nursing her baby (but looking very male, bc facial hair, muscles, etc) Note also that the subversion of male/female (ie this is a pregnant “person” – not female) leads to a redefining of “family” to means almost anything.  Stop hormones and nanture reverts. Language must be corrupted to adi in deial of reality. –chestfeed.  http://time.com/4475634/trans-man-pregnancy-evan/two recent studies that highlighted psychological issues involved with trans pregnancies. In both cases, the sample sizes were too small to be statistically relevant, but significant themes emerged. For one, the birth parents were often lonely. And they reported complex feelings about their gender identity. “While having a family is something that many transgender individuals want, pregnancy can lead men to acknowledge that they still have female reproductive organs, which for many can be difficult, however rewarding the pregnancy may ultimately be,” they wrote.http://time.com/4475634/trans-man-pregnancy-evan/?xid=time_socialflow_twitterMy brother and I belong to a private Facebook group called Birthing and Breast or Chestfeeding Trans People and Allies. It has about 1,780 members. A list of guidelines spells out who can join the group: “People on the transfeminine spectrum, those who are genderfluid, nongender folks, transmasculine individuals, and cisgender allies.” and last name — is gender.”when my brother told people he was expecting. “With most folks, I phrased it, ‘Well, you know my partner and I are having a baby, and it works best for our family that I carry the baby,'” he told me. “If physiologically your body can do this, and you’re comfortable with the process and still want to present as a man, you can,” [OB] she said. “And that’s awesome.” I asked Evan if childbirth had changed how he thought about his gender. Wasn’t there some part of him that questioned his masculinity? Since he’d first come out, I’d watched him challenge our binary notions of gender–male or female, boy or girl, husband or wife. And yet I still had questions. Were you always a boy trapped in a girl’s body, I wanted to ask him, or are you really a girl who got lost for a decade? “You know, people who are not trans talk about being ‘trapped in a body.’ But that’s not really the way my friends talk about it,” he said. “I was always Evan. I always had these parts. I always just felt like me, and like I was a guy.” https://twitter.com/search?f=tweets&q=brother%27s%20pregnancy&src=typdImage Twitter



 “Dad” has ovaries, and “Mom” has testes 
2015 
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Relationships Deformed   

“I have a Dad and Mom in the same body.” 
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The Cut, April 3, 2018  
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Laws and Culture 

Schools, Parents, Religion 



      The Gender Revolution --  what happened?  
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Legal Changes:  
Anti-discrimination laws and regulations – protect “sex”  
 Add terms: “sexual orientation,” “gender identity” 
Title VII (EEOC), Title IX --  “sex” = “gender identity” 
“Conversion therapy” bans (state, local) 
 Prohibit talk therapy aimed at changing behavior, 
 expression, identity, orientation 
Foster care / vulnerable children – “affirm LGBT” 
Insurance coverage / transgender medical treatments 
  – required?  
No / few religious exemptions  
 “religious refusal” or “license to discriminate” 
“Hate speech” (Canada, UK)   “Misgendering”  (NY, CA) 
Extra-legal: Campus speech codes.  
       Internet / Tech suppression of “anti-LGBTQ” speech 
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Discrimination against an individual because of gender identity, including transgender status, or because of sexual orientation is discrimination because of sex in violation of Title VII. https://www.eeoc.gov/laws/types/sex.cfmhttp://www.fordharrison.com/department-of-justice-weighs-in-title-vii-does-not-prohibit-gender-identity-discrimination



• Transgender entertainment narratives -the more portrayals viewers saw,  
         the more supportive their attitudes.   
• Fictional stories were more influential than news events. 
    -- USC researchers 2017  
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https://link.springer.com/epdf/10.1007/s11199-017-0816-1?author_access_token=GB-FEOsJxkioP_ivCgMTZve4RwlQNchNByi7wbcMAY49ZyzVMpMhbJSjvG6wJ2mfqJJYCJ6LJybXPZzkeIoDgeAgyJ8YC3IeWa_y--Zsu4WG3ccMYjBHnjy_p-jxOA0joDFDDU21MZPLcjwya1wHJw%3D%3DSpringer, 2017 – Gillig study “ More than a media moment: the influence of televised storylines on viewers… attitudes towards transgender persons”



2017  
 
Transgender 
 
Cover models 

Fashion – transgender replacements for women 
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Meet parents whose “unconditional love…will inspire you to be a 
more supportive parent” – Megyn Kelly, Today, Feb. 20, 2018 

Favorite color was pink…Chaz liked fashion….played dress up with girls” til 4th grade 
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https://www.today.com/video/hear-the-inspiring-message-one-transgender-girl-and-her-parents-want-to-share-1165611075757When Chazzie Grosshandler was in fourth-grade, she summed up the courage to tell her parents that she was not a boy, as she was designated at birth, but a girl. The 11-year-old shares her story “kindergarten … we are psyched that our child is evolving… - Chaz said “ mom, what happens if I’m a girl?” Because I am a girl. What will happen to me.” will you love me? Will my dad love me? Will my brothers love me?   - Mom: “ honey, we believe you”



Drag Kid Desmond- Age 10 -YouTube 

Photo: Sarah Rogers The Daily Beast  

Manipulating Children  
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 LGBTQ books, websites, videos target children 

   “This is how we end stigmatization of queerness.”  
 

“Queer Kids’ Stuff” web videos  

Kids’ Guide to Gender Identity 
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Story about Jacob’s new dress http://www.readingeagle.com/ap/article/reading-a-book-cant-turn-you-gay-authors-say-as-nc-school-system-pulls-their-bookDrag Queen Mother’s Day



Anti-bullying programs normalize LGBTQ 

Human Rights Campaign 
Welcoming Schools”  
 25 states + DC (2014) 
videos, curriculum, 
activities, role-playing 
new back-to-school 
guide  
 

“Safe schools” = gateway to teach new “normal”  
     Definitions, family diversity, “inclusive” Language 
  
    hetero-normative /cisgender assumptions= bias 
 
 

   
Facilitator Certification, staff training, best practices 

 “Seal of Excellence”  
 
 

http://hrc-assets.s3-website-us-east-1.amazonaws.com/welcoming-schools/documents/Back_To_School_Packet.pdf
http://hrc-assets.s3-website-us-east-1.amazonaws.com/welcoming-schools/documents/Back_To_School_Packet.pdf


 “ 

“National PTA Adopts Resolution on the Recognition  
  of LGBTQ Individuals as a Protected Class” 

    “Indoctrination” by Education, Inc. 

Partners: ACLU, HRC, PFLAG, Gender Spectrum  
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Professional educators have fully aligned themselves with gender ideology.  Not likely to change even under Betsey DeVos because it is in place at the local and state levels too.  School boards are unresponsive to families and wholly responsive to advocacy groups. Pope Francis decried the..“To protest the high human price of North Carolina’s bill, the North Carolina Association of Educators (NCAE) and partners are planning a week of action that includes pray-ins, walk-ins, teach-ins, and rallies statewide. They’re also supporting a repeal of HB 2 that will be filed on the opening day of the legislative session, according to NCAE president Rodney Ellis. “This bill goes against our core value of equality for every individual and dismantles decades of civil rights progress,” stated Ellis.Tripp Jeffers, an NCAE and NEA Board member, says he’ll join the fight. “This particular legislature seems obsessed with removing rights rather than extending them,” noted the high school history and government teacher. “First it was suppression of voting rights. Now it’s LGBT rights. What’s next? That’s why it’s important for educators to stand up against discrimination, whatever form it takes. And it’s important for students to see us taking that stand.“The generation we teach right now is much more accepting and open to differences,” added Jeffers, “and that gives me hope.”http://educationvotes.nea.org/2016/04/10/educators-condemn-new-anti-lgbt-laws/



Schools: change norms, language, attitudes  

“Experts” 

  

 

Language- pronouns, “respect” = affirmation, no dissent  

Train the trainer  “Cultural competency” - all staff, bus driver >principal   

“Privacy” - Parents- NO right to know if child is “out” / “trans” @ school.  

Policies/Facilities- Gender-neutral (bathrooms, overnight, teams, hiring) 

Curriculum- Integrated. No opt out. LGBTQ sex ed 
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http://www.lagrandeobserver.com/news/5178290-151/transgender-students-will-not-be-affected-in-oregon35%( GLSEN: teachers= “levers of change”



PUBLIC SCHOOL  
       STAFF   TRAINING 
     LGBT CULTURAL COMPETENCY 
 

PARENTS = HARMFUL 

2015 BROWARD 
COUNTY, FLA 
PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
15% OF 
BROWARD HS 
KIDS IDENTIFY 
AS  LGBTQ. 
8% AS “Q” 
 

Gender Training - Toxic  



(New) Child Autonomy- Diminished 
Parents’ Rights 

Divorced parents; Child identifies as trans and seeks name change with 
Mother’s approval. Father disapproves. Court ruled that ‘best interests of 
The child” determines case – allows child to change name to match new “gender” 
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http://www.njlawjournal.com/id=1202791833267/Transgender-Name-Change-Case-Hinges-on-Childs-Best-Interest?mcode=1202617074826&curindex=0&curpage=ALLAlso, Frederick County MD passed board resolution that protects trans  students from being “outed” by the school to their parents. Parents have no right to know. https://www.fredericknewspost.com/opinion/letter_to_editor/fcps-transgender-policy-will-propel-students-toward-achievement/article_1176abc7-aaa6-54ff-9c71-23cb1df12f36.html



LGBT Funders 2017 – “Liberating 
Religious Liberty” 
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Human Rights Campaign:  
3rd annual Lenten campaign to encourage LGBTQ acceptance In faith 
communities 
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Confusing the faithful from the inside out. 
“Christian Upstander”  

TylerClementi.org 

Faith in America/Tyler Clementi 
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     Targeting “conflicted” U.S. Catholics… 

“We seek to 
empower…the 
voices of lay 
Catholics…whos
e significant 
support for 
equality stands 
in stark contrast 
to the U.S. 
hierarchy’s anti-
LGBTQ actions” 
                --HRC 

“For LGBTQ Catholics, the struggle for the soul of the 
Catholic Church is ongoing [and]… bruising”  
                                    – HRC, Coming Home to Catholicism 

Images: Human Rights Campaign 



Gender Ideology today: woven into fabric of daily life 

WORK:  

HEALTH CARE 

COUNSELING RETAIL 
   MEDIA 

ENTERTAINMENT 

SPORTS 

  SCHOOL  



Gender Ideology: Explosive Change 

• Stick of Dynamite 
More like a mushroom 
cloud (diffuse, permeates)  

Unlike dynamite (containable) 



 
 

Who is driving  
the “gender revolution”? 

 
(And why are they winning?) 
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